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The inequality

| P*(zi, •••,*») | á Pk(pi, ■• • ,pn)

( | Si | g Pu ■• • , I a»| ¿ #.).

shows that (18) implies that/=0.
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ON THE EXISTENCE OF GREEN'S FUNCTION
PETER D. LAX

In this note we shall present a very short proof of the existence of
Green's function for Laplace's equation for any domain with sufficiently smooth boundary in any number of independent variables.
The proof is based on the continuous dependence of solutions of
Laplace's equation on their boundary values. It is a modification of a
proof given by Paul Garabedian, see [l]; the difference between the
two approaches is that whereas Garabedian
operates with a representation of harmonic functions in terms of their boundary data
which he obtains by a variational argument, in our argument only
the linear and bounded dependence of the solution on the boundary
values figures.
1. In this section we shall treat the somewhat simpler two-dimensional case.
We consider a bounded domain D whose boundary C consists of a
finite number of smooth curves (i.e., curves with continuous tangents) .
B is the Banach space of all continuous functions defined on C,
normed by the maximum norm.
B' is the submanifold of those elements of B for which the boundary
value problem can be solved.1
Received by the editors December 13, 1951.
1 It is easy to show that B' is closed, but this is not necessary for the argument.
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Let P be any arbitrary

point of D. Associated
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with P is a linear

functional LP defined over B'\

LpW] = h(P)
where h is the harmonic function whose value on C is <j>'.Lp is clearly
a linear functional, and by the maximum principle it is bounded, its
bound being exactly one.
By the Hahn-Banach extension theorem, see [2], Lp can be extended as a bounded linear functional to the whole space B ; and we
imagine it so extended.2
Consider then the following two-parameter
family of elements in B :

Hi, v) = *(Q)= i°g \ * - Q\,

zee-,

the point Q = (£, 17) may lie anywhere off the boundary C.
Clearly \p(£, rj) has derivatives of second (in fact of all) order with
respect to § and 17,and is harmonic with respect to Q:

hi + K = 0.
We construct

the function

kP(Q)= LP[t(Q)l
The operations of differentiating with respect to £, t\ and applying
the bounded linear functional Lp commute. Therefore kp(Q) is a
harmonic function, i.e., harmonic in each of the components of the
complement of C.
Let Q lie outside of D; the element ip(Q) lies in B', being the
boundary value of the regular harmonic function log | z— Q\. So

kP(Q)= Lp[p(Q)]= log I P - QI

forQ not in D.

This explicit formula shows that kp(Q) is continuous
up to the
boundary in the exterior components.
Next we shall show that the
same is true as Q approaches the boundary from the interior, and in
fact we shall show that kP(Q) is continuous across C. This would
mean that kp(Q) in D is a harmonic function continuous up to the
boundary and is equal to log \P —Q\ there, i.e., kp(Q) is the regular
part of Green's function.
As to the continuity of kP(Q) across C: Let Q be any point in D,
Q' its mirror image with respect to the tangent at the nearest boundary point. If Q is near enough to the boundary, Q' will lie outside of
D ; furthermore on account of the smoothness of C the quotient
1 It should be pointed out that since 5 is a separable Banach space, the extension
can be accomplished without recourse to transfinite induction.
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\*-v\
tends to one uniformly for all z on C as the distance
boundary shrinks to zero. Hence
max

log-

= ik«?)
-w) I

Q'\

sonC

tends to zero as Q approaches

of Q from the

C. Since Lp is a bounded linear func-

tional,

kP(Q)- kP(Q') = Lp[p(Q) - *«?)]
also tends to zero as Q approaches
This completes the proof for the
dimensions. The scheme of things
ever, some trouble in showing that
it is no longer true that

HQ)- W) =

C.
plane; now we pass on to higher
remains the same; there is, howkP(Q) is continuous across C for

Z_Ç|n-2

[z_Ç'|n-2

tends to zero uniformly for all z on C as Q approaches the boundary.
This difficulty will be overcome by using a more refined property of
Lp than mere boundedness,
namely, its monotonicity.
According to
the maximum theorem Lp[</>'] is monotone over B', i.e., Lp[<p']

^Lp [</>"]if 0'^0".3

What we shall show is that LP can be extended

to B without losing this property of monotonicity.
The proof of this
relies on the full statement of the Hahn-Banach
theorem:
Let L[<j>] be a bounded linear functional defined on the submanifold B', N(<f>)a subadditive,
positive homogeneous functional defined
over the whole space B which exceeds L over B':

L[<p]-¿ N(<b)
Then there exists an extension

over B';

of L to the full space which stays

below N:
(1)

L[<t>]g N[4>]

over P.

Our choice of N[<j>] is as follows:

(2)

N[<t>]- lub Lp[<t>"], <b"E B',

8 The symbol <f>'^4>" is defined

<f,"^ <t>.

to mean that ¡p' —<p" is a non-negative

on C.
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A7^], being the lub of linear functionals,
is subadditive.
It is
clearly positive-homogeneous.
Since Lp is monotone over B', Lp = N over B. So, according to the
Hahn-Banach
theorem, L/>[</>]can be extended to the full space,
linearly, so that it never exceeds iV[^].
To verify that Lp thus extended is monotone it is sufficient to show
that Lp[0] is non positive if <j>is nonpositive on C. Now N[<p] itself
is monotone, as is easily seen from its definition (2); for nonpositive
<p, the handy sequence of inequalities

Lp[<t>]g N[<t>]á N[0] = 0
holds and constitutes

a proof of the result

desired.

We define as before

m = 7—^r-r
and construct kp(Q) = Lp[\p(Q)]. kp(Q) is harmonic in D; what remains to be shown is that it is equal to | Q —P\ ~n+2 on the boundary

of D.
We have to impose a further restriction on the boundary: that
through each boundary point we can pass two spheres of radius d,
one lying entirely within D, the other outside of D, with the same
constant d for all boundary points.4
Let Q be some point of D, R the nearest boundary point, and K'
and K" the interior and exterior tangent spheres through R. Let Q'
and Q" denote the inverted image of Q with respect to K' and K".
If Q is close enough to the boundary, Q' and Q" are in the exterior.
Inverse points have the well known property
that the quotient
l2 —(?|/|2 —Q'\ has some constant value s' for all points z on the
circumference
of the circle K'. The value of s' approaches unity as
Q tends to the boundary since the radius of K' does not change.
Furthermore,
if z is any point outside of K', \z —Q\/\z —Q'\ is
greater than 5'. This is in particular the case for z lying on C:

\z-Q\
-\z-Q>\

s' ^ -¡-r

for 3 on C

which implies that

-¡—

z_Q|n-2

^ t~-¡-

|z_Ç'|n-2

4 This kind of restriction on domains is familiar in potential theory.
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We rewrite the above as

(3)

W)^^-W).
s n_2

The monotone character of Lp permits us to apply Lp to both sides
of (3) and retain the inequality:

Lp[W)]^^r2Lp[t(Q')l
By definition

of the function

kp this can be written

as

kP(Q)
Ú4~t
kp(Q').
s n~2
As in the two-dimensional
since Q' is not in D:

case kP(Q') can be evaluated

kP(Q') = So our inequality

explicitly

1

Q'\

becomes

kP(Q) g--r-

1

/n-2

The reverse inequality

1

1
|p_Q/|n-

holds for Q":

1

P - Q"\»-

kP(Q).

As Q tends to some boundary point R, so does Q' and Q", and 5'
as well as s" tend to one. Thus the upper and lower bounds for kp(Q)
both tend to 1/|P —Pv|"~2, and kp(Q) itself cannot do otherwise.
I should like to mention that C. Miranda [3] has made use of the
extension theorem for this problem in a different manner ; his reasoning is slightly more delicate but then it gives more: the solvability of
the boundary value problem for all continuous boundary data, not
just the existence of Green's function. A similar reasoning plays a role
in his treatment
[4] of the first boundary value problem for the biharmonic equation; in this case of course the bounded dependence of
the solution on the boundary data lies much deeper.
G. Fichera has made use of an equivalent of the Hahn-Banach
theorem in his investigations on boundary value problems, see [5] and

[6], and so has J. Deny in [7]. M. Brelot, in [8], utilized the possibility
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of monotonie extension of monotonie linear transformations
to prove
that the generalized solution, in Wiener's sense, of the first boundary
value problem for Laplace's equation can be characterized as the least
(resp. greatest)
harmonic majorant
(resp. minorant)
of harmonic
functions which are continuous
up to the boundary and whose
boundary values are less (resp. greater) than the prescribed data.
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